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ABSTRACT
Ternary fission is a rare occurrence in which three particles are produced from a single fission
event. This analysis uses tracked fission event data recorded by NIFFTE’s time projection chamber with
a series of refined cuts to isolate all possible ternary events. The experiment used two targets, each
consisting of two isotopes; one target was Pu-239 and U-235, and the other was U-238 and U-235. The
data was used to measure the ternary/binary fission ratios for each isotope. The ratios for the Pu-239 and
U-235 target that were found are shown to be too high due to alpha contamination. The U-238 and U-235
results were determined to be 0.60% and 0.59%, closer to expectations from previous measurements, but
are still preliminary and subject to further investigation. An interactive 3-dimensional model was
constructed in order to better visualize these events and improve the sorting of ternary fission candidates.
The ternary fission candidates were analyzed for proper track lengths, energies, and vertexing.
SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Nuclear Fission
Discovered in 1938, nuclear fission is the process in which a nucleus is excited, breaking into
fragments accompanied by neutrons and photons. [1] Fission can occur by a number of means, such as
spontaneous decay or neutron bombardment. The study of fission impacts the fields of energy, defense,
and nuclear medicine. Despite continuous research undertaken since the discovery of fission, there remain
a number of open questions about the underlying physics. Providing new fission data and analysis from
neutron induced reactions will help us understand theories and models that have not been fully validated
by experimentation. [1]
Neutron induced fission is the process in which a neutron collides with a nucleus and is absorbed,
causing the nucleus to become excited and split into fragments. These fragments, daughter nuclei, may
also split into more fragments if they are unstable or excited. Figure 1 illustrates this phenomenon by
noting the changing atomic number through the fission process, as well as the release of other particles
along with the daughter nuclei.
1.2 Ternary Fission
Generally when only two fragments are produced in nuclear fission, this is called binary fission,
but there are cases in which there are three daughter particles; these cases are called ternary fission events.
Ternary fission by uranium was theoretically determined to be energetically possible in 1941 by R.D.
Present. [20] Further predictions were made using the liquid drop model with ternary fission expected to
produce roughly 20 MeV more fragment kinetic energy than binary fission.
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Figure 1. Diagram of a nucleus absorbing a neutron, becoming excited, and breaking into two fragments,
plus photons and neutrons. [61]

Figure 2. Top: Evolution of binary fission from the point of neutron impact to daughter particles.
Bottom: Evolution of ternary fission from point of neutron impact to daughter particles.
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Fission takes place when a neutron is absorbed by a nucleus, deforming it. The deformation can
produce a point of weakest bonding, the scission point, which allows the nucleus to break apart. The top
panel of Figure 2 shows the case when two fission fragments are produced, conserving the energy and
momentum delivered by the incident neutron. The bottom panel of Figure 2 illustrates the same process,
but where three fission fragments are produced in the final state.
Experimental studies suggest that there are three types of ternary fission modes. The most
common is the event in which a fission produces two fragments and a long-ranged alpha (LRA) particle.
Similarly, there is an event which produces two fragments plus a short-range light charged particle;
commonly called tripartition. There is also the possibility of a nucleus fissioning into three fragments with
similar masses; this process is called true-ternary fission. [60]
Alpha-accompanied fission is the most common mode of ternary fission, followed by tripartition,
with true-ternary fission being the rarest. The smaller of the three fragments in tripartition and
alpha-accompanied fission is referred to as the light charged particle (LCP).

Figure 3. Energy and atomic number, A, distributions for Cf-252 spontaneous fission. [9]
In tripartition, the LCP is commonly found to be peaked at atomic mass of 20, as shown by
fragment A1 in the right panel of Figure 3, for the spontaneous fission of Cf-252. The left panel of Figure
3 shows the energy spectrum of the fragments for spontaneous ternary fission of Cf-252 at a low energy
threshold of 25 MeV and the corresponding mean emission angles. The right panel shows the atomic mass
of the daughter particles, where A1, A2, and A3 are the fragments. [9] The dotted lines in the right panel
show the expected mass distribution from binary fission, for comparison.
There have been many other investigations of ternary fission. [1-61] These investigations range
from looking at the theory behind ternary fission[1-13], to the types of devices and techniques used to
study fission events.[14-17] There are dedicated studies of methods and analyses on how to approach
studying ternary fission [14-17]; as well as attempts to explain how ternary fission works. [6-13,60] On
the experimental end, there are investigations into alpha accompanied ternary fission, [44-59] angular
analysis of ternary events,[29-41] and studies focusing on the kinetic energy of the daughter
particles.[22-25]
Out of the various types of ternary fission investigations, some experiments focus on measuring
the ratio of ternary to binary fission events. [26-30] Pomme and collaborators used a Frisch gridded, twin
ionization chamber with two solid state detectors and a neutron beam from GELINA to measure the ratio
6

of LRA ternary fission events to binary fission events of U-235 in the thermal neutron energy regime.
[28] Pomme’s experiment results provide a point of reference in a length vs energy distribution, shown in
Figure 6..

Figure 6. Upper: Normalized LRA-ternary to binary fission ratio plot of U-235. Lower: Corresponding
resonances for the neutron induced binary fission of U-235.[28]
Figure 6 shows LRA-ternary to binary fission ratio as a function of energy along with the resonance
spectrum. [ADD REF or make clear it is part of previous sentence discussion] The data were measured in
the resonance region below 0.1 MeV. The ratios were normalized to 1 with the deviations serving as a
point of reference for probabilities as a function of energy.
Table 1. LRA-Ternary and binary fission data for events counted at 0 and 90 degrees. [60]
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Table 1 shows collected data for U-235 and U-238 ternary and binary events from [60]. The counts at 0
and 90 degrees can be used to determine the ratio of ternary to binary events at 14 MeV. For U-235, the
ratio at 0 degrees was found to be (3.73 ± 0.05) x 10−4 and (3.09 ± 0.05) x 10−4 at 90 degrees. Likewise,
the U-238 ratios are (2.96 ± 0.04) x 10−4 at 0 degrees and (2.33 ± 0.04) x 10−4 at 90 degrees. These
provide a baseline for comparison of our results at 14 MeV.
This paper will present work in progress on the ternary to binary fission ratios of neutron induced
fission of U-238, U-235, and Pu-239 recorded by the Neutron Induced Fission Fragment Tracking
Experiment (NIFFTE). The ultimate goal is to measure ternary to binary ratios over the range from 0.1 to
100 MeV neutron energy to be compared with previous measurements and to provide input to nuclear
theory modelers.

SECTION 2
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
2.1 NIFFTE
Nuclear fission, taking place at the subatomic level, is not something that is easily observed. Only
the products of the reaction can be measured. There is debate over what exactly happens to the nucleus
during the fission process, but theorists can use the results of experiments to help constrain the possible
conditions and mechanisms that enable fission to occur. To date, measurements of the daughter nuclei and
other particles have not been made with enough precision to resolve the debate. The Neutron Induced
Fission Fragment Tracking Experiment (NIFFTE) hopes to provide better, more precise data to help
resolve open questions in the theory of nuclear fission.

Figure 5. The world’s current fission cross-section ratio data for Pu-239 and U-235.
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The NIFFTE collaboration is investigating fission at energies ranging from 0.1-100 MeV with the
primary goal of reducing the uncertainties in inclusive fission cross-sections to sub-1% precision. Figure 5
shows the world’s data on Pu-239/U-235 cross-sections. The fine line surrounded by the green band
represents the evaluated average of all the measurements shown with ±1% precision. The data in Figure 5
easily shows the need for improvement in the data as its scatter significantly exceeds the ±1% precision
range. In this paper we are exploring neutron induced ternary fission using data collected by NIFFTE.
2.2 Experimental Design
Located at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center (LANSCE), the experiment uses a fission
time projection chamber (fissionTPC) designed and constructed by the NIFFTE Collaboration.[4] The
fissionTPC is a MICROMEGAS TPC and serves as a 3D digital camera that records fragment tracks,
including fragment specific ionization energy loss, angle of trajectory, and track lengths. The fissionTPC
is approximately the size of a 2-liter bottle that is split into two internal chambers, volume 0 and volume
1, separated by the target plane where actinide deposits are bombarded by the neutron beam. The device
has a cathode common to each chamber and the chambers provide 4𝜋 coverage using two readout planes
divided into 5952 hexagonal pads.

Figure 7. The NIFFTE fissionTPC rendering, internal hardware, and pad size.
Figure 7 shows the fissionTPC design and the size of the hexagonal pads. The experiment directs a
neutron beam at a foil target, at the center of the chamber between the two volumes, inducing fission. The
fissionTPC is filled with a mixture of argon and isobutane used as a drift gas, serving as the medium for
charged particles to deposit energy, through ionization. The uniform axial electric field allows the
ionization electrons to drift to the pad plane, where their signal is amplified by the MICROMEGAS and
their signal is read out on the hexagonal pads.
For this analysis, the experiment used two target foils each with two isotopes distributed in semi
circles around the center of the target plane. These targets are Plutonium-239/Uranium-235 (P9/U5) and
9

Uranium-238/Uranium-235 (U8/U5). The high data rates of this experiment required custom readout
electronics, called the EtherDAQ [5]. Each EtherDAQ card services 32 pads, resulting in a total of 192
cards for the entire experiment. The data collected by the EtherDAQ cards are read out continuously
(ungated) and are stored as raw waveforms for further processing and analysis. Fission events are
identified by the large, fast signal recorded on the cathode plane when fragments are released. This also
provides the stop time for measuring the neutrons’ time-of-flight from creation at the production target
approximately 9 meters upstream of the experiment.
2.3 Neutron Beam
The experiment uses a “white” neutron source to induce fission events in the fissionTPC. The
neutron source is produced by a high energy proton beam colliding with a tungsten target to produce
neutrons. The target is encased in cement with narrow openings for neutron collimation. Electric and
magnetic fields are used to “sweep” away any charged particles. Figure 8 shows the data recorded by the
fissionTPC at the 90-Left flight path of the Weapons Neutron Research (WNR) facility of the Los Alamos
Neutron Science Center (LANSCE).

Figure 8. Neutron Time of Flight (nToF) distribution for all fission events within a 123 hour period. [4]
Figure 8 shows the neutron time of flight (nToF) distribution of counted fission events. The inset
shows the peak created by photon-induced fissions (photo-fission) due to a small number of
earliest-arriving photons produced at the tungsten target. The bulk of the distribution shows
neutron-induced counts. Since the mass of a neutron is a known quantity and the distance between the
10

neutron source and target foil can be obtained from the photo-fission peak location, the measured nToF
are used to determine the kinetic energy of the neutrons.

Figure 9. Rendering of the fissionTPC with captured two and three track events.
2.4 Methods of Analysis
Figure 9 shows two images of reconstructed data from the fissionTPC with two actual events
recorded by the experiment. In the image to the right, the left and right of the y-axis are labeled as Plane 0
and Plane 1. This coincides with the volume 0 and volume 1 mentioned earlier. Each voxel is the
integrated signal from differentiating the raw waveforms recorded on each pad. Their locations in (x,y)
are determined by the specific hit pad. For the gas mixture, pressure, and temperature conditions in the
chamber, the drift velocity is measured to be approximately constant, allowing the z location of a voxel to
be determined from the drift time to the pad plane that the ionization electrons take from their creation
point.
Information from the specific ionization trails of the charged fragments in the gas can be used to
help identify the various types of particles recorded by the detector. The particle identification (PID)
parameters used in this analysis are shown in Figure 10. The curves shown are the characteristic specific
ionization energy loss as a function of distance along the track, also known as the “Bragg” curve. The PID
variable “Energy” is represented as being the area under the Bragg curve, while “Length” is the full
distance along that same curve. The “Bragg Position” is the location on the track where the highest
specific ionization occurs, and the “Bragg Value” is the peak energy at the Bragg Position.
Length and energy values are used to construct plots which provide information about the type of
particle that produced a given trajectory. For this experiment, the length is measured in centimeters and
the uncorrected energy value is represented as ADC counts (ADC). These Length vs ADC (LvsADC)
plots have different regions in which daughter particles are classified.
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Figure 10. NIFFTE PID Parameters for fission analysis.
Similar to the length and energy measurements, Bragg Position and Bragg Value provide
information about the identity of a particle trajectory. The key difference between these pairs of variables
is that length and energy represent global track information, whereas Bragg measurements are connected
to a particular segment of the track. A Bragg value vs Bragg position plot represents the greatest energy
released from the fission product at a particular position on the track. Bragg position is usually
normalized to the length of the track so it should span values from 0 to 1.

Figure 11. U8/U5 Length vs ADC and Bragg Position vs Bragg Value plots. [4]
Figure 11 displays a Length vs ADC plot on the left and a Bragg position vs Bragg Value plot on
the right from data collected with the U-238/U-235 target. The LvsADC plot labels the regions for fission
fragments and alpha particles, as well as protons and recoil ions. These labeled regions serve as a
reference for fission product categorization in this experiment. Likewise, the Bragg Position vs Bragg
Value plot also labels particular regions for alphas and fission fragments.
An important difference between alphas and fragments in LvsADC plots is that fragments have
generally shorter track lengths and a greater energy than alphas, which have smaller energies and longer
12

track lengths. In Bragg plots, fragments are expected to have low relative Bragg positions and large Bragg
values, whereas alphas are the opposite with greater Bragg positions and significantly smaller Bragg
values.
For the analysis of ternary fission events, the fragments can be categorized by their total energy
(in ADC counts) into high, middle, and low energy tracks which are then respectively labeled as the High
Fragment (HighFr), Low Fragment (LowFr), and the Light Charged Particle (LCP). The charge and mass
of these fragments are correlated with their energy. Table 2 shows the notation and color coding used for
all subsequent analysis in this paper.

Figure 12. A model of ternary fission in 3-dimensional space, showing the color coding and label scheme
used for this analysis
Table 2. Fragment Notation
Label

Energy (ADC)

Mass (A)

Color

HighFr

High

Highest

Black

LowFr

Middle

Middle

Red

LCP

Low

Lowest

Blue

Figure 12 shows a 3-dimensional illustration of a ternary event. The illustration is the general
model used for analysis: the neutron travels parallel to the z-axis, colliding with the nucleus at the origin
of the z-axis and some varying position on the xy-plane, within 2 cm of the origin. The fragments are
emitted into one of the two volumes and their coordinates and angles are all measured with respect to the
target plane between the volumes.
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Because of the energy distribution during scission, the High and Low fragments are always
emitted at large angles with respect to each other. Conservation of energy and momentum prevents the
HighFr and LowFr in a 3-body decay from being emitted truly back to back. In addition, the absorbed
neutron imparts a small forward momentum to the system, affecting the emission angles up to a few
degrees.

SECTION 3
ANALYSIS
3.1 Data Cuts
The experiment collected data that needed to be analyzed to select candidate ternary events. This
analysis looks at data from 315 runs with the P9/U5 target and 423 runs with the U8/U5 target. These
runs were recorded from 11 January 2016 to 17 February 2016 and 27 October 2015 to 22 November
2015, respectively. The P9/U5 data set had 10 - 20 million events per run, while the U8/U5 data set had
roughly 20 million events per run. A series of cuts was applied to isolate events that fit the ternary fission
candidate model. The cuts applied to select ternary candidates were:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Only events with 3 tracks originating from a common vertex
HighFr and LowFr not in the same volume
Track lengths longer than 0.2 cm
Event vertex within 1 cm of the origin (x-y)
3-track ADC sum greater than 4500
Relative Bragg position between 0 and 1

Figure 13 shows the quantity of data removed by each cut as it is applied sequentially, with the
final bin, called GOOD TERNARY, being the remaining candidate ternary vertices selected for further
investigation. The mass of data removed by the cuts shows the rarity of the ternary events.
3.2 Vertexing
The histograms on the left in Figure 13 display the overall vertex locations for all fission events,
selected by requiring the cathode signal to indicate that a fission event occurred and the daughters point to
a location within 1 cm of the origin without any other applied cuts. The upper row is for the P9/U5 target
and the lower row shows the U8/U5 target. The middle and right-hand plots show the locations of ternary
candidate vertices, after ternary cuts were applied, for each target actinide separately. The red and blue
lines show the cuts used to select the different isotopes. The small gap between them is to remove
overlap between the isotope event vertices.
An immediate observation from this vertex display is the significantly greater number of Pu-239
vertices compared to U-238 and U-235. This occurrence is expected because of the properties of each
isotope. All of the isotopes decay via alpha decay and can be induced to fission by beam neutrons, but
they have significantly different spontaneous fission probabilities and decay half-lives.
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Figure 13. Sequential cuts on P9/U5 and U8/U5 data sets.
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Figure 14. Two-Dimensional vertex location histograms of P9/U5 and U8/U5 targets.

Table 2 displays the half-lives and spontaneous fission probabilities for the isotopes. Pu-239 has
the lowest probability for spontaneous fission but remains the most active. This is because it has a much
shorter half-life for alpha decay than either of the other two isotopes. Much of the increased signal
observed in the Pu-239 region of the vertex plots likely comes from misidentified fission events where an
isolated decay alpha particle has been erroneously correlated with a fission vertex. For this reason we
have more confidence in the results from U8/U5 data and will need to further investigate the P9/U5 data
set to characterize and quantify these effects.
Table 2. Experiment isotopes and their primary decay modes, half-lives, and spontaneous fission
probabilities.
Isotope

Half-Life

Primary Decay
Mode

Spontaneous Fission Probability

Pu-239

24110 y

α

3 x 10−10 %

U-235

7.04 x 108 y

α

7 x 10−9 %

U-238

4.5 x 109 y

α

5.4 x 10−5 %
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3.3 The Visualizer
In order to investigate ternary fission candidates more closely, an event visualizer was
constructed so these ternary candidates could be analyzed on an event by event basis. Figure 15 displays
the 3D visualizer created for event analysis. The visualizer reconstructs ternary event candidates, color
coordinating the HighFr, LowFr, and LCP.

Figure 15. 3D Visualizer for P9/U5 and U5/U8 ternary event candidates.
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The events are organized by the RunID and Event # labeled at the top of the diagram. The
visualizer provides a qualitative observation of the reconstructed event, while the LvsADC and Length vs
Bragg value plots are provided for additional quantitative analysis. The difference between this visualizer
and the one shown in Figure 9 is that this one uses post-reconstruction analysis data in which only
trajectory information is available. The individual voxels shown in Figure 9 that were grouped to form
the tracks are only available in the raw data.
The LvsADC plots show whether the event fragments meet the track length requirements for a
ternary event. The fission products can be identified by referencing the general regions labeled in Figure
11. The Length vs Bragg value is used in contrast with the LvsADC plot to see how much of the total
energy is in the Bragg value. The Length vs Bragg value plots are shifted left from the LvsADC because
they only show the greatest energy deposited along the track, whereas the LvsADC shows the integrated
energy for the track. These plots can reveal questionable candidates that may have a significantly lower
Bragg value than expected.
3.4 Length vs ADC
Analysis of a single event’s LvsADC plot can help visualize individual ternary candidates and
investigate odd phenomena, but viewing the overall LvsADC distribution for all events allows for better
relating data sets to Figure 11. Figure 16 shows the LvsADC for ternary candidates, color coded by the
particle type, for each target’s individual isotopes.
Using the regions labeled in Figure 11, the proton, alpha, and fragment regions are quite easily
identified in Figure 16 where the HighFr, LowFr, and LCP tracks are color coded. In the P9/U5 plots,
most of the LCP fall within the alpha region, with most of the activity near length = 5 cm, ADC = 100,
which is probably due to decay alphas not associated with ternary fission. These candidate events are
most likely misidentified and would need to be cut from further analysis. Due to the difficulty in creating
unbiased cuts, the P9/U5 dataset was abandoned for further inquiry in this analysis in favor of the less
contaminated U8/U5 data.
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Figure 16. LvsADC of ternary candidate tracks for P9/U5 and U8/U5 targets.

3.5 Ternary to Binary Cross-Sections
The U8/U5 plots do not appear to share the same alpha decay problem as the P9/U5 data. The
secondary LCP band with lesser energy is likely due to LCP that lose energy inside the target before
entering the detector volume. They are reconstructed with lower energy and shorter length but otherwise
match the profile for alpha tracks.
Figure 17 shows the measured raw ratio of candidate ternary events to binary events vs the
neutron time of flight (nToF). nToF is inversely related to the neutron energy, so lower energy neutrons
move slower and have longer nToF than high energy neutrons, which move faster and thus have shorter
nToF. The plots reveal the ratios to be constant and independent of nToF (neutron energy). The ratios for
the P9/U5 target are 6.21% for P9 and 0.88% for U5 but are known to be too high, given the high level of
alpha contamination in the data. Likewise, the ratios for U8 and U5 are also constant, at 0.60% and
0.59%, respectively. The U8 and U5 ratios can be compared to the 14 MeV results listed in Table 1.
For the NIFFTE detector configuration, 14 MeV neutron kinetic energy corresponds to nToF =
150-160 ns. The Table 1 U8 ratios were determined to be 0.0373% and 0.0309%, and the U5 ratios were
0.0296% and 0.0233%. These ratios are much lower than the ones from Figure 17. The measured U8/U5
ratios also require further investigation of the ternary candidates and analysis cuts to draw meaningful
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conclusions. The lack of statistics at high nToF (low energy) suggest that more data will need to be
collected to quantify the ternary/binary ratio in U8 and U5 at lower neutron energies.

Figure 17. Ternary/Binary fission ratio plots for P9/U5 and U8/U5 as a function of neutron time of flight.

SECTION 4
DISCUSSION
4.1 Bragg Measurements
In order to better understand the characteristics of the ternary fission candidates, further analysis
was conducted. Figure 18 shows the Bragg value vs Bragg position plots for the targets. The plots show
the expected fragment and LCP regions. The fragments have a high Bragg value but low relative Bragg
position, whereas the LCP have lower Bragg values but relative positions closer to the end of the track,
near 1. There is a cluster of points with a Bragg position near 0. These vertices may be more likely to be
due to ternary fission than the ones with relative Bragg position at larger values.
This can be explained using the diagrams shown in Figure 19. On the left is an illustration of a
ternary fission event in which the starting locations of the three tracks completely overlap each other. For
true ternary vertices, the track overlap makes it much more likely that some of the ionization energy loss
belonging to one of the fragments gets assigned to the LCP. Since the LCPs have so much less energy
overall, the extra mis-assigned energy from the fragment could skew the reconstructed Bragg position to
the start of the track. For events in which the three tracks do not share any overlapping ionization, the
chance of this occurring is much smaller, as shown in the right hand side of Figure 19. Good ternary
events occur where all 3 tracks come from the same vertex. Misidentified ternary events have overlap
regions where a binary fission event occurs near an unassociated alpha decay. The vertex finding code
then ties the LCP track to the binary event, falsifying the LCP vertex, and creating a false ternary event.
In the future, cuts to isolate the ternary events with LCP relative Bragg position near zero will be applied
and these candidates will be studied in greater detail to better determine the ternary/binary fission ratios in
20

U-238 and U-235. In addition, vertex reconstruction, which was initially optimized to find binary fission
events, will be re-optimized for ternary fission and the full analysis will be redone. Then the full 3D
information will be used to characterize ternary fission events in greater detail.

Figure 18. Bragg value vs Bragg position plots for ternary vertex candidates.
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Figure 19. Fragment tracking diagram showing the possible misidentification of ternary candidates based
on relative Bragg position.

SECTION 5
CONCLUSION
This analysis used data collected by the NIFFTE collaboration, which aims to improve the
world’s data for fission cross-sections. The experiment uses a unique fissionTPC with a neutron beam
aimed at P9/U5 and U8/U5 targets. The data for this experiment was placed under a series of cuts to
obtain ternary fission candidates. Within the ternary candidate data, we found the ternary to binary fission
ratios for a P9/U5 target to be 6.21% for Pu-239 and 0.88% for U-235, and 0.60% for U-238 and 0.59%
for U-235 in the U8/U5 target. Comparing U8/U5 measurements to the 14 MeV results from Ref [59],
0.0373% at 0 degrees and 0.0309% at 90 degrees for U8 and 0.0296% at 0 degrees and 0.0233% at 90
degrees for U5, the U8/U5 measurements presented here are much greater. This difference will be
investigated further in subsequent analysis. Additionally, the LvsADC plots for P9/U5 found vertex
contamination, and a region of uncontained tracks for U8/U5. The contamination was further investigated
in the Bragg Value vs Bragg Position plots. An unknown region was found that will need more analysis
that will most likely lead to a new series of cuts on the data. Further investigations of ternary fission with
the NIFFTE fissionTPC will be better constrained by the work presented here.
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